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1. If elected, what will be your top three priorities as a City Councilor?  

I apologize for not sticking to three. Over the last four years, our current City Council has worked 
well with Mayor Suthers and our great staff at utilities, the city in promoting, planning and incenting 
economic growth (yes in Downtown!). And we (with the help of voters) have dealt pretty well with 
many long-term festering infrastructure and public safety problems, such as stormwater, roads, ADA 
upgrades and public safety attrition, staffing and equipment. At CSU, we are well on our way to 
weaning ourselves from coal and putting in place city-wide broadband, non-potable watering 
infrastructure for landscaping, electric car charging stations and distributed renewable energy. But 
there is much more to do with Affordable Housing, the Homeless, Climate Change, Urban Tree 
Canopy, Police Transparency and Accountability, Wildfire readiness, sustainable park funding, 
regional transportation planning (particularly bringing back the downtown circulator that includes 
the westside and eventually up to UCCS), mining scar reclamation, laying fiber, getting our small 
brick and mortar businesses healthy and managing regional growth.  

 
2. What are the critical issues for Colorado Springs Utilities in the next few years in ensuring a clean 

energy future, and in what ways can CSU foster growth and development Downtown?  

CSU through our underground pipe system, should play a critical role in providing broadband to 
every resident in the City, not just new developments, and get ahead of that infrastructure 
downtown before areas are built out. That will be a huge economic driver for locating new 
businesses downtown.  How we allow the Drake site’s 40 or so acres to be repurposed to benefit 
downtown will be an important decision, and how CSU works with the Greenway Foundation (Lyda 
Hill) to fund and build mutually beneficial infrastructure on Fountain and Monument Creeks, 
particularly around water quality issues and the Urban Canopy in our waterways.  CSU can do a 
better job placing vertical infrastructure for downtown multi-family new construction to make them 
more affordable. Finally, CSU could offer substantial discounts or waivers of utility fees for existing 
brick and mortar businesses to help defer the huge hit our small businesses downtown have been 
and will face.  

 
3. What are your thoughts on PlanCOS, and do you believe RetoolCOS contains the right provisions 

to achieve the goals of PlanCOS, particularly in advancing multimodal transportation and mixed-
use development?  

I am a big supporter of PlanCOS and its guiding principles, but the key is in implementation.  
RetoolCOS should support that vision and provide some of those details. And yes, the core of 
downtown, the near west and east sides, near north end, south, southwest downtown in addition to 
Mill Street, Ivywild, South Nevada, Stratmoor and Hillside will be the heart of all the plans to carry 
out the PlanCOS vision.  As stated above, connecting all of the above with Old Colorado City, 
Manitou, Hillside and UCCS will be critical, particularly with non-automobile transportation options, 
Front Range passenger rail, a transit and significant greenway connections.  

 



4. Small business is the backbone of our economy, and some industry sectors have been deeply 
impacted by the pandemic. For 2021 and beyond, in what ways can City Council ensure small 
business thrives in our city?   

As mentioned above, CSU can be a bigger help to small businesses, and although the City and 
County are offering rebates on sales tax for restaurants, there is more that we can do around 
waiving and rebates, delaying or rebating collection of fees, particularly now that we are doing 
better in our sales tax collection than we thought.  We have done a good job on meters and the 
parking enterprise during the pandemic, but what we do in the pandemic aftermath will be even 
more important as small businesses try to recover.  And our homeless population will probably 
grow, so it is critical that we fund our HOPS team, DART teams, CARES unit, Code Enforcement and 
HOT team and help fund Downtown Ambassador program to ensure that our businesses are not 
negatively affected.  Certainly, loans and grants that we received from Federal funding will be 
important for us to distribute quickly and to make sure the most vulnerable businesses get access to 
that money first.   

 
5. With the effects of the pandemic and the recession projected to be long lasting, what is the role of 

the city in supporting families and individuals who face eviction and potential economic 
devastation?    

I worry about evictions in September, when the national moratorium is lifted.  We should receive a 
good amount of Federal funding for eviction prevention services.  We will need to work with the 
County to get a head of the curve with several eviction prevention services like paying back rents, 
bridge funding that helps with relocations when necessary (moving, deposits, storage, etc) and 
providing low cost or free legal help for lease negotiations and evictions.    

 
6. What is the role of City Council in addressing systemic racism and fostering greater equity and 

inclusion? What would you change about current systems to lead to better outcomes?   

First the Police Department.  As you know, Council and the Mayor sent a delegation of concerned 
citizens, police officials and a City Councilor down to Austin to learn from the National Association of 
Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement's (NACOLE) national conference in February after the DeVon 
Bailey shooting. Now we have the Law Enforcement Transparency and Accountability Commission 
(LETAC). As they take a deep dive into our department, look at our “use of force policies," training, 
accountability, diversity recruitment, transparency and public relations with our minority 
communities, it will be important to understand what we do well, and what we can do better.  Then 
implement those improvement changes as fast as we can.  We can also do a better job of diversity 
recruitment in the City and CSU and training minority and women owned businesses on how to 
apply for City and CSU contracts. Danielle Summerville, our new Diversity Coordinator, who reports 
directly to the Mayor, should help.  But there are many broader issues about access to good 
education, green lining, the local justice system jobs access and economic mobility that are systemic 
that we need to address as well. The City should play what ever roles we can to help.  

 
7. Identify specific initiatives you would lead or support as a City Councilor to increase the supply of 

affordable and attainable housing in the city.   

We have a critical shortage of affordable housing, now, with more coming because of the pandemic. 
Some say we are 25k units short.  It is critical that City Council, CSU and the Mayor provide every 
incentive possible for the private marketplace and non-profits to increase our inventory.  Right now, 
we fast track affordable projects, offer some incentives and mostly stand up to neighbors who don't 
want "those people" to live near them.  But we can do much more, particularly donating city and 



utility land to build and creating “land banks” with non-profits, as land is often the most expensive 
part of the building.  We should also offer waivers or substantial discounts on all building fees, 
PLDO, utility connection fees, etc. If the marketplace can’t provide enough inventory, we may need 
to look at more draconian measures like “inclusionary zoning” and forcing density into single family 
zones.  For the homeless, we need to incent non-profits to build many more Permanent Support 
Housing units as we celebrate our low barrier shelter bed inventory and the 115 permanent 
supportive units recently built. I am also a fan of not coddling our “hipster homeless,” – hustlers 
who choose that lifestyle and are unwilling to help themselves.   

 
8. 95 percent of residents surveyed say they’d like more public art throughout the city, and 96 

percent say it is important for families to experience art. Last year City Council approved its first 
ever public art master plan, yet the city allocates no general fund dollars toward fostering arts and 
cultural expression in neighborhoods. What should be the role of the city in ensuring all residents 
have arts and cultural opportunities?   

Denver has been a good model of a city funding the arts with tax money, but I am not sure we would 
have the votes for such a tax here.  I am not opposed to finding some money in the general fund for 
this purpose as it relates to economic development.  Again, incentives would help.  But the place 
where this funding can be gotten is if we can increase our LART tax on hotel rooms.  This would take 
voter approval and critical to putting in front of the voters is the removal of our 30 word limit that is 
on this April’s ballot. It’s my hope that we can place in front of the voters in April 2023.   

 
 
 


